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Review of Wood-Cement Production and Applications 
 
The following excerpt is from Natural Fiber-cement Composites: An Australian 
Perspective, Robert S. P. Coutts. 
 
Over the last three decades considerable research has been undertaken to find an 
alternative fiber to replace asbestos-cement products. Australian research focused of 
natural fibers and ultimately it was a natural fibre—wood pulp fibre—that proved to be a 
suitable replacement for asbestos fibres. 
 
In the early 1970s a global effort was initiated to legislate for the removal of asbestos 
reinforcement fro a wide range of products. Fibre-cement composites were a major 
consumer of asbestos and therefore new reinforcing fibres were sought as alternatives to 
asbestos. 
 
Those countries that recognized the need to legislate against the use of asbestos on health 
grounds have proved to be the ones that had achieved the most significant advances with 
respect to asbestos substitution. The German Government and industry agreed in 1982 to 
reduce asbestos by 30-50% before 1986. In 984 they revised the agreement to state that 
all building materials would be asbestos free by 1990. By 1987 Sweden, Norway and 
Denmark had prohibited the use of asbestos. By 1987 Italy, Belgium, the Netherlands, 
Austria and Switzerland introduced similar legislation. Russia and China, which produce 
more than half of the world’s asbestos, are obvious users of asbestos fibre in cement 
products and are expected to continue to be so for some time into the future.  
 
The history of fibre-cement composites in Australia started long before the 1970s. James 
Hardie and Coy Pty Ltd began manufacturing asbestos cement products in Australia in 
1917. They expanded to New Zealand in 1938 and international expansion and 
international expansion continued into the 1960s with plants in Malaysia and Indonesia. 
James Hardie took an active interest in the use of cellulose as and economic asbestos 
substitute in early to mid 1940s. In 1947 research was done to see whether paper pulp 
could be used to replace asbestos completely of partially in asbestos-cement sheets. 
Fibres studied included bagasse, groundwood, wheat straw, cement bags and brown 
paper. The experimental autoclaved sheets showed that brown paper (craft) was the best 
of the pulp sources. This work was stopped once abundant supplies of asbestos became 
available.  
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Renewed interest in wood fibers began almost inadvertently in 1960. In those days the 
asbestos fiberboard containing 15% asbestos was made between steel interleaves. James 
Hardie was believed to be the only group in the world to be steam-curing its sheets at that 
time. To make a cheap board as an alternative interleaf a composite was made in which 
half the asbestos was replaced by wood fibres. Surprisingly this material was found to be 
better than James Hardie’s commercial product. This board became the first generation 
Hardieflex, and full production stared in 1964. From the 1960s onwards James Hardie 
products contained no more than 8% asbestos, whish was about half the amount their 
competitors were using. 
 
Attempts to further reduce asbestos content by adding more wood fibre were 
unsuccessful because these fibres were not as effective as asbestos in trapping the cement 
during the formation of the sheet in a conventional Hatschek machine.  
 
In 1977 James Hardie approached CSIRO Davison of Chemical Technology (currently 
CSIRO Forestry and Forest Products) about the possible use of natural fibres in board 
production. They entered into a formal agreement and work was carried out over the 
period 1978-82. CSIRO was well equipped to study, among other things, the refining of 
wood fibres. The project was successful and it was demonstrated that by scanning 
electron microscopy that refining opened up the structure of the individual fibres 
resulting in a fibrillated (hairy) surface. During sheet production these refined fibres 
acted as a net retaining the matrix material similar to the situation occurring when 
asbestos was used. By May 1981 a new generation of asbestos free cement products 
Hardiflex II was being commercially manufactured. This autoclaved product was 
asbestos-free and totally reinforced by refined kraft wood fibres.  
 
In 1983 James Hardie and Cape Industries of the UK formed a joint venture, Fiber 
Cement Technology (JHI 1984) to market the new technology to interested companies 
through the world.  
 
In the late 1980s James Hardie introduced imported wood-fibre-reinforced cement 
products to the USA market. At that time fibre-cement composites represented less than 
1% of the large sidings market. The market was wood 51%, vinyl 28% and inorganic 
products 20%. By 1999 fiber-cement could claim more than 9% of the USA siding 
market. In 1990 James Hardie built his first USA plant in Fontana California and in 1995 
one in Plant City Florida. 
 
It was not until 1995 that the demand for the product suggested that the technology had 
been fully accepted. In 1997 a plant was built in Cleburne Texas followed by a plant in 
Tacoma Washington in 1999.  
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James Hardie now has 8 plants in the USA with production capacity of 2230 million 
square feet, based on 5/16” product. James Hardie is an international company with 
21orperations in 6 countries.  
 
James Hardie commits some A$25 million per annum to continuing research into wood-
fiber-reinforced cement products and process technology and estimates the potential 
long-term fibre cement market in the USA in areas such as sidings, roofing and trim 
products to worth up to A$4.8 billion a year.  Currently James Hardie has A$400 million 
in sales, 85% of the fiber-cement market in the USA 
 
The global market could be as large as A$15 billion when it is noted that more that two-
thirds of the fiber –cement industry still uses asbestos. The European Union has declared 
that it will ban asbestos-cement products by 2005. South American countries are also to 
move against asbestos. James Hardie is confident that fiber-cement composites will 
replace traditional materials such as plywood in house construction in Indonesia, 
Malaysia and the Philippines and masonry products in Taiwan and Hong Kong. 
 
James Hardie Industries deserves the position it holds in the global marketplace due to its 
commitment and perseverance, especially during the early years in the USA when it 
experienced a period of operation without profit. 
 
There is currently a renaissance in the manufacture of wood-cement composites around 
the world and in particular in the Asia-Pacific region.  However, the capital intensive 
nature and technological sophistication of wood-fibre cement plants has acted as a break 
to the development of the industry in less developed countries (LDCs), except where 
multinational corporations have chosen to expand their operations to such countries for 
reasons of market assess of to benefit from lower manufacturing costs. In contrast to 
wood-fibre cement composites and cement bonded particleboard, wood-wool cement 
boards can be manufactured in small low-cost plants. Their resistance to moisture and 
biodeterioration particularly termite attack, makes them particularly suitable for building 
in tropical and sub-tropical zones. Accordingly wood-wool cement board plants have 
become established in many LCDs. For example, currently in the Philippines there is a 
thriving wood-wool cement board industry that is using indigenous fast-growing species 
or agricultural wastes in locally developed plants. The industry is producing a wide 
variety of panel products tailored to local markets. Ironically, in some applications these 
products are in direct competition with wood fibre reinforced cement products.  Small-
scale wood-wool cement board plants in the Philippines actually form the boards by 
hand. The product is both functional, affordable and can be manufactured in close 
proximity to the end user. 
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.The Forest Products Research and Development Institute, College, Laguna Philippines 
recently developed the “F” Shelter, a fast to build firm and fold away emergency shelter 
using locally manufactured medium and high-density wood-wool-cement boards for 
floor, wall and roof boards. The use of WWCBs has resulted in relatively lightweight 
shop-fabricated components that require as few as four workers, equipped with simple 
carpentry tools, to erect the shelter at a site. The prospect of establishing an industry for 
the production of emergency shelters is good, especially for those regions with existing 
wood or metal-work industries. There is certainly a need for such shelters in the areas 
such as Indonesia, Thailand and India where the 2004 Asian Tsunami hit. 
 
Rice hulls are also being used for the manufacture of extruded bio-composites. 
Ricegrowers’ Co-operative Ltd in Australia produces 1.2x106 t of paddy rice each year. 
Milling the rice produces 240,000 t of rice hulls annually of which 100,000 t is already 
gainfully used in processes previously developed by the Co-op. The balance is currently 
disposed by incorporated rice hull back into soil on their own farms. Most rice producing 
nations have a similar need to dispose of rice hulls. World wide rice harvest produces in 
excess of 100 x 106 t of rice hulls per year. Rice hulls are composed of 20% silica, and 
30% lignin making this by-product one of the most intractable agricultural wastes known.  
 
To utilize this resource the Husk-I-Bond process was recently patented to utilize rice 
hulls. The Husk-I-bond process uses a patented Unistaltic Extruder to combine rice hulls 
and thermo-setting resins. Products can be produced that resemble particleboard in 
consistency. Three product lines were identified and tested during initial research: 

1- hollow-core load-bearing building panels that can be used to build low-cost 
houses in cyclone-and earthquake-prone areas; 

2- roadside guide posts that are car-friendly and naturally durable; 
3- high density load-bearing blocks to replace timber dunnage (load spacers) used in 

export shipping. 
Two distinct manufacturing units are under development: a modular Unistaltic Extruder, 
suitable for inclusion in a multi-stand factory; and a self-contained module capable of 
being trucked to any suitable location. The price for this module is $US 40,000. The 
Unistaltic Extruder produces a hollow-core panel. Extensive testing has been done by the 
Australian CSIRO for use of load bearing structures, with surprising results. The Husk-I- 
Bond panel is only 400mm wide and supports over 4000kg. It has frequently been tested 
at up to 6000kg without rupture and has then snapped back to its original form. Typically 
a single-story house panel of 1200mm width must bear a load of 2200kg on an axial 
offset of 5 degrees. 
 
Termites find rice hulls indigestible, as has been demonstrated by many groups 
previously (QFRI 2001). The Husk-I-Bond process merely builds on this desirable 
property. Generally the product is composed of 85% rice hulls with reins and other 
ingredients making up the balance. 
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Review of Plastic-Wood and Applications 
 
Plastic lumber and other recycled Plastic Products 
 
Recycled plastic lumber is a product made form recovered plastic or recovered plastic 
mixed with other materials, which can be used a s substitute for concrete, wood and 
metals. This is produced in sizes and shapes (profiles) typical in the lumber industry. 
Because of its resistance to decay, plastic lumber is an excellent material for decking, 
landscaping and recreational equipment, particularly were it comes into contact with soil 
or water. 
 
The technology for manufacturing recycled plastic lumber has been in place since the 
early 1980s. Plastic lumber is the most commonly manufactured from post-consumer 
high density polyethylene (HDPE) but linear low density polyethylene (LLDPE) and low 
density polyethylene(LDPE) are also used. These plastic feed stocks are derived from 
such raw materials as post-consumer milk jugs, grocery bags, plastic wrap, bubble rap, 
detergent bottles and water bottles and other sued plastic commodities.  
 
The recovered plastic is cleaned, shredded and ground. The material is then melted and 
mixed with UV stabilizers and pigments then it is molded of extruded into typical lumber 
shapes (2x4, 2x6 etc.) or other shapes. This plastic lumber can then be transformed by 
consumers and manufactures into a wide range of end uses. 
 
Types of Plastic Lumber 
 
All Plastic; this type of lumber is made out of high density polyethylene (HDPE) plastic 
and can be used in many conventional wood timber applications. Because of its low 
maintenance and replacement costs, this is a great material for decks and docks, but the 
initial costs may be significantly higher, so project management must take the reduced 
maintenance and replacement costs into account. Also, plastic is not a direct substitute for 
wood because it has different properties and needs underlying support. 
 
Wood/Plastic Composites; usually a blend of 50% plastic is mixed with sawdust or 
recycled fiber. This material is al little stiffer that all-plastic lumber, but is less expensive 
which makes it very popular with home owners. This material is primarily used for decks 
and docks with most companies now offering boards that look less like plastic and have a 
wood-grain texture that come in a variety of colors. The wood fibres are encapsulated in 
the plastic. As with wood these composites need to be cleaned and maintained according 
to manufactures care instructions because they will show stains like wood and there can 
be mold and mildew problems. 
 
Fiber-Reinforced; fiber reinforced plastic lumber consists of plastic mixed with chopped 
or continuous strands of glass fiber. The initial coast of this type is the highest of all, but 
its benefits are also greater, as it is the strongest of the three and may be used for 
structural applications. 
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Product Benefits 
 
Less inclined to rot, chip, splinter, peel or crack 
Ants, termites and other wood-boring insects will not damage it and it does not promote 
bacterial growth. 
Impervious to moisture, salt or fresh water, and will not mildew. 
Does not contain toxins. 
Graffiti is generally easily removed. 
Difficult to ignite. Ordinarily it will self extinguish when flame is withdrawn from it.  
Easy to maintain and very durable. 
Diverts plastics from the waste stream. 
Cost effective because of avoided log-term maintenance and replacement costs. 
 
The main benefits of incorporating wood fibers (WF) in plastics are the increased 
stiffness and lowered cost of the resulting composites. However, these improvements are 
usually accompanied by a reduction in the ductility and impact resistance. These 
shortcomings can be removed by effectively foaming and incorporating a fine celled 
structure in these composites. The volatiles released from WF during processing are 
known to deteriorate the cell structure. The maximum processing temperature, which 
affects the amount of volatiles released by the WF during extrusion of fine-celled 
plastic/WF composites, affects the cell morphology. This study was undertaken to 
identity the critical temperature above which the cellular structure of WF composite is 
significantly deteriorated. To clearly identify the effects of the volatiles generated from 
WF on the cellular morphology, neither a chemical blowing agent nor a physical blowing 
agent was used in the foam processing. The experimental results show that regardless of 
the drying method, the highest process temperature of plastic/WF composites should be 
minimized, preferably below 170 ºC to avoid the adverse effects of the volatiles 
generated from the WF during processing. A method of estimating the emissions from 
WF during extrusion processing using the TGA data is also proposed. C 2003 Wiley 
Periodicals Inc. J Appl Polym Sci 91: 621-629, 2004 
 
Raw Material Effects 
The effects of virgin versus recycled raw materials on the properties of WPCs have been 
examined. There was virtually no differences in the performance values of test panels on 
either mechanical or physical property tests when virgin and recycled polyethylene 
terepthalate were compared, or when hemlock fiber was compared with demolition wood 
fiber. Further, demolition wood fiber preformed as well as panels made from virgin 
hemlock fiber and compression molded WPC’s containing recycled high density 
polyethylene from milk bottles were equivalent to WPC’s containing virgin high density 
polyethylene. They found that using fiber from newspapers as reinforcing agent provided 
measurable property advantages over wood flour, which is currently the most commonly 
used fiber in commercial composites. Also, these recycled newsprint WPC systems could 
themselves be recycled numerous times with little or no apparent loss in mechanical 
properties. 
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The Plastic Lumber Trade Association (PLTA) 
 
The established goals of the PLTA are to promote the Recycled Plastic Lumber Industry, 
develop test methods, provide quality standards, and promote the use of recycled plastic 
materials. In the state of the RPL it was mentioned that our industry is leaving the early 
business cycle of emerging technologies and entering into the more mature business cycle 
stages of business growth and market acceptance. As we prepare to ponder the question: 
“Can the Plastic Lumber industry survive in Competitive Markets?” 
 
The RPLI is working with the American Society of Testing and Materials Test Method 
Development to produce standards that will help guide the marketplace in the proper use 
of RPL in decking boards, such as dimensional tolerances, creep allowable material 
properties for structural design, outdoor weathering and UV exposure. 
 
Bio-Composites are defined as those material systems that combine wood or other 
biological materials, e.g. flax, rice hulls and etc., within a thermoplastic matrix. There 
have been many introductions of new bio-composite material systems introduced over the 
past few years. These materials generally do not meet the ASTM D20 definition of 
plastic lumber as they contain over 50% bio-materials. The ASTM governing body for 
bio-composites lies within the D7 Wood Products Committee. Bio-Composites make up 
the largest component of the new material systems entering into the residential building 
products marketplace. Because of their presence and market size, it is important to 
mention their successes and activities with the publicly trade Trex (symbol TWP) being 
the most visible, having expected sales near $125 million for 2002.  
 
Many other bio-composites have entered the market with the most visible names being 
Fibron, Timbertech, Smart Deck, Choice Deck and Boardwalk. It is rumored that many 
of the major forest product companies are developing their own plastic/wood and or 
plastic bio-composites in order to enter that market. 
 
The PLTA has asked some very interesting questions about the industry in a competitive 
market. 
 
1. What unknown business factors will affect the ability of manufactures to produce and 
market within the fractional aspects of building materials distribution and market place? 
 
2. The US building products marketplace shows great swings in seasonal business 
activities. Can the required capitalization for large scale production facilities be supported 
by a seasonal marketplace? 
 
3. Will there be the need for large, high production facilities? Or will there be a need for 
small efficient regional facilities to reduce transportation costs? 
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4. Will building products distribution markets be able to distinguish the various new 
materials as they enter the marketplace and understand each market segment that the 
material fills? 
 
5. Will the building products distribution systems have the working capital and/or the 
desire necessary to efficiently distribute these new material systems within a seasonal 
marketplace? 
 
6. Will the industry manufactures consolidate further? 
 
7. Will raw material pricing significantly damage profit margins or efficient selling 
prices? 
 
Buyers continue to be vocal about the needs for material consistency, quality standards 
and timely delivery. 
 
North American Plastic Lumber Markets 
 
According to Principia Partners, a U.S. market research firm, North America currently 
dominates the market for wood-plastic composites. The firm projects that North 
American demand of 550 million pounds in 2000 would double by 2005, with decking 
accounting for approximately 60% of consumption and fencing increasing its market 
share. It is felt that there is still significant room for growth in the decking market, as the 
plastic lumber share of the industry is still relatively low. 
 
However, some other industry sources indicate that although growth potential exists it 
might be somewhat slower that anticipated. These sources suggest that market conditions 
suggest slowing growth conditions. For instance, the world’s two largest producers of 
plastic lumber decking U.S. Plastic Lumber and Trex Co., both recently retrenched. In 
October 2001, USPL closed three plants, consolidating operation in Chicago and Ocala 
Florida, and eliminating 140 staff (approximately 24% of its plastic lumber division 
workforce). In the same month Trex laid off 73 workers and eliminated plans for a plant 
in Tennessee. 
 
Both companies blame slowing sales of “discretionary” items such as decking. An 
increase number of competitors with increased capacity and substantial amounts of deck 
board inventory are also thought to have outpaced the growth of the market. Reports 
stress that volume is the key to success in this industry. Sources suggest that plants must 
be running at 1,000 pounds per hour in order to stay competitive in the industry. 
 
Overall the report suggests a total market value of US$70 to US$90 million for the 
recycled plastic lumber market in 2001-2002. 
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2001-2002Anticipated Market Share for Plastic Lumber Products 
                  
                            Market                                           % Market Share 
Commercial and Residential Decking                             35% to 55% 
Park and Recreation                                                         20% to 30% 
OEM/Industrial/Agriculture                                             20% to 30% 
Railroad Tie             7% to 15% 
Structural Grade Plastic Lumber          3% to 7% 
Material Handling            1% to 2% 
Fencing             1% to 2% 
 
Wood Plastic Composites producers have aggressively marketed their products as 
environmentally safer that treated wood with better performance. WPC’s are currently 
used for about 10% of decking for homes and their share is expected to increase to 20% 
by 2005. Expenditures foe WPC decking were about $65 million in 2000 and total WPC 
production was $90 million in 2002, over 685,000 metric tonnes of wood polymer 
composites were produced with 87% of that being WPC and 13% being natural-fiber 
composites. From 1998 to 2002 the use of wood fiber as the filler in plastic-based 
building products grew from 66% to 80%. Market growth between 2001 to 2010 is 
predicted to reach 270,000 tonnes in Europe and 1.7 million tonnes in North America for 
an 8 year average growth of 14% per year. Polyethylene is projected to remain the 
dominant resin in North America WPC market with its current 83% market share, while 
polypropylene will continue to be mostly used in Europe. Polyvinyl chloride resins are 
expected to average 20% growth per year until 2010. 
 
The projected growth of WPC over wood is due to public perception for greater 
durability and reduced maintenance with wood- plastic composites. The change from 
CCA to ACQ will likely add costs to wood treaded products and therefore reduce the 
price spread between WPC pressure treated lumber. 
 
The US siding market was estimated at 960 million square meters (10.2 billion square 
feet) in 2002 and currently is comprised of 37% vinyl, 17% stucco, 17% wood 11% brick 
10% WPC and 8% other. 
 
Just as greater durability has resulted in increasing use of WPC’s in decking, recent and 
future research on WPC’s will continue to provide more durable siding and roofing 
products to better meet needs for new housing and repair and remodeling. WPC is just 
begging to be used as siding. In June of 2003 a major US wood products manufacturer 
recently began production and is trial marketing in the Northwest region of the US. They 
promise that the product has enhanced performance over vinyl, aluminum or wood. 
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Price Comparison for Various Products. 

 
ACQ Treated Lumber  $/Pc  $/Ft Sq based on net width 
Home depot 
      
2 x 6 12’ 1 9/16 x 5 ½   11.56    2.10 
5/4 x 6 12’ 1”x 5 3/8     9.56    1.78 
2 x 4 12’  1 9/16 x 3 9/16    7.90    1.54 
 
LP Smart Side 
An OSB product with a wood cement type wood gain surface 
Home Depot 
 
1 x 4 16’ 7/16 x 3 ½    10.57    2.27 
1 x 6 16’ 7/16 x  5 ½   15.47    2.11 
5/4 x 6 16’ 11/16 x 5 ½  19.57    2.67 
5/4 x 8 16’ 11//16 x 7 ¼  25.97    2.69 
4’ x 8’ 7/16” Smart Panel  32.98    1.03 
 
Hardie Plank 
Prices are form Home Depot. Items are not in stock and are special order. 
 
5/16 x 6 ¼ 12’      6.51      .87 
5/16 x 8 ¼ 12’      8.60      .87 
 
EPS (100% HDPE) 
Engineered Plastic Lumber, Cary Il. 
 
2 x 4 12’ 1 ½ x 3 ½   $US 25.08    3.80 
5/4 x 6 12’ 1 x 5 ½    26.28    3.98 
2 x 6 12’ 1 ½ x 5 ½    33.48    5.07 
4’ x 8’ ¼”    68.20    2.13 
4’ x 8’ ½ “    96.70    3.02 
4’ x 8’ ¾ “              188.40    5.89 
Prices are FOB plant.  
 
 WRC Premium Knotty   
Home Depot 
 
2 X 6 12’ 1 9/16 X 5 ½  24.60    4.47 
2 X 4 12’ 1 ½ X 3 7/16  11.97    3.48 
5/4 X 6 12’ 1 X 5 ½   14.98    1.89 
1 X 4 8’ ¾ X 3 ½     3.27      .97 
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WRC Standard Building Supplies 
 
1 x 4 12’ s4s T&G KD knotty    7.08    1.82 
1 x 4 12’ s4s T&G KD Clear  11.40    2.92 
5/4 x 6 D&Btr Decking  19.80    3.00 
5/4 x 6 Knotty    15.00    2.27 
1x 8 Grn.  Suburban Bevel 12’   5.40      .60 
1 x 6 KD Clear Bevel 12’  10.56    1.60 
1 x 8 KD Clear bevel 12’  24.60    2.73 
 
MAC LUMBER (Composite Plastic Lumber Manufacturer) 
 
4’ x 8’ Sheets (Cypress, Natural Oak and Redwood) 
 
3/8”     $US 32.50    1.01 
½”     42.00    1.31 
¾”     62.00    1.94 
 
Columbia Forest Products (Canadian)  
Home Depot  
 
4’x 8’ 
¼” Sliced Oak    42.22    1.32 
½” Sliced Oak    63.12    1.97 
¼” Sliced pine    35.88    1.12 
¼” Rotary Birch   34.95    1.09 
½” Rotary Birch   54.51    1.70 
¾” Rotary Birch   60.66    1.89 
 
Sauder Moulding and Millwork 
Home Depot 
 
4’x 8’ Clear 
11/32”  Pine Beaded   36.50    1.14 
¼” Pine    26.36      . 82 
3/8” Pine    29.95       .93    
½”   Pine    37.16     1.16  
5/8” Pine    43.78     1.36 
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Price Comparison of 5/4 x 6 Products and 4’ x8’ Sheet Products & Siding 
 
Product    Price/Ft. Sq. 
 
5/4 x 6 ACQ    1.78 
 
5/4 x6 LP Smart Side   2.67 
 
5/4 x6 WRC Premium Knotty 3.02 
 
5/4 x6  WRC D&Btr.   3.00 
 
5/4 x 6 WRC Knotty    
 
2.27 
 
4’ x 8’ x 7/16 LP Smart Panel  1.03 
 
4’ x 8’ ½” EPS   3.02 US @ 1.1453 3.46 $Cdn. 
 
4’ x 8’ ½” MAC LUMBER  1.31 US @ 1.1453 1.50 $Cdn. 
 
4’ x 8’ ½” Sliced Oak Columbia FP 1.97 
4’ x 8’ ½” Rotary Birch CFP  1.70 
 
4’ X 8’ ½” Pine Sauder  1.16 
 
All panels are clear grade.  
 
5/16” x 6 ¼” Hardie Plank  .87 
5/16” x 8 ¼” Hardie Plank  .87 
 
1 x6 Kd Clr. Standard Build.  1.60 
1 x 8 Kd Clr. Standard Build.  2.73 
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5/4 x 6 Decking 
 LP’s Smart Side product is mostly intended as house trim but it could ultimately be used 
as decking. If so appearance would be the determining factor in buyers’ decision making.  
 
4 X 8 Sheet Goods 
 
LP Smart panel is suited mostly for ceiling and wall paneling use. It has a textured 
surface and could not easily be used for decorative purposes. 
EPS sheets come in 2 colours and have a rough surface. However they can be painted, but 
the paint will not hold up in traffic areas. The sliced oak, rotary peeled birch and pine 
panels are clear wood faces and can be stained in many colours. Therefore, they are good 
value for the money. 
 
Sidings 
 
Hardie Plank is certainly good value for money. Again the major reason for someone to 
choose WRC would be for appearance.  
 
Some history of WPC in actual use. 
 
The City of Seattle built a recycled plastic pedestrian bridge in 1996 across a storm water 
retention pond. They decided to use recycled plastic lumber because Thorton Creek was 
being rehabilitated as a salmon stream. At the time plastic lumber was very new to the 
marketplace and not widely available and did not have a long usage history. Three types 
of plastic lumber were sourced for this project.  
 
Recycled plastic 8 x 8’s reinforced with four steel bars were used for pilings and support 
The cost was approximately 1.5 times treated lumber. 
 
Fiberglass reinforced recycled plastic 2 x 8’s were used for the joists, at a cost of about 
2.7 times treated lumber. 
 
Recycled plastic wood composites 2 x 6’s were used for the decking at a cost of about 
twice that of treated lumber. 
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Transportation of Wood Waste 

 
Currently wood waste is being bagged and bulk carried for various end uses, most 
communally for agricultural purposes. For this study only bagged wood waste will be 
considered. 
 
Bag Size for compressed wood planer shavings  
 
For 12 and 14 ft cubic  length 36” width 16” height 14” 
 
Pallet Size   length 48” width 36” height 4 ½” 
 
Number of bags per pallet Three bags can be laid across the pallet and piled four high 
and three high (to meet height restrictions for trucks). 
 
Trucking 
 
 Standard size of a “Super B” truck. The  front trailer is 32’ long , 8 ½’ wide and the back 
trailer is 28’ long and 8 ½’ wide. Pallets will fit 2 wide across the deck and 10 for the 32’ 
length and 9 for the 28’ length. 
 
Super B load capacity;  
front trailer – 20 pallets on the bottom layer @ 12 bags/pallet 240 bags 
           20 pallets on the top layer       @ 9 bags/pallet  180 bags 
        total     420 bags 
 
back trailer –18 pallets on the bottom layer @ 12 bags/pallet 216 bags 
          18 pallets on the bottom layer  @ 9 bags/pallet  162 bags 
         total    378 
         

Total    798 bags 
 
Volume 
 
 @ 12 ft cubic/bag 9576 ft cubic 
 
 @ 14 ft cubic/bag      11172 ft cubic 
 
Cost of trucking Prince George to Vancouver approximately $2000.including tarpping. 
 
Cost/ft cubic  .21/ft cubic @12 ft cubic and .179 /ft cubic for 14ft cubic 
 
Cost of trucking from Vernon to Vancouver approximately $1000. including tarpping. 
 
Cost/ft cubic .089/ft cubic 
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Cost of trucking by 53’ Van 
 
Waste wood suppliers to the agricultural industry current ship approximately 1150 8’ 
cubic bags, hand staked, in a 53’ van. 
 
1150 bags @ 8’ cubic/bag = 9200ft cubic. 
 
The trucking rate form Prince George to Vancouver is approximately $1500. 
 
Costs $1500 divided by 9200 = .163/ft cubic. 
 
Rail 
 
Newsprint Boxcar 
 
Length  50’6”  Width  9’6” Height   11’0” (mainly some to 13’ 0”) 
 
Wood Pulp Boxcar  
Length   50’6”    Width  9’6” Height    10’6” 
 
Approximately 864 bags will fit in a car. 
@12ft cubic = 10368 ft cubic 
@14ft cubic = 12096 ft cubic 
 
The published rail rate form Prince George to Vancouver is $3160 + 10.75% fuel service 
charge. 
 
The cost to Vancouver/ft cubic is: 
@ 12 ft cubic        .35 
@ 14 ft cubic    .29 
 
Summary                 
 
It seems that rail is out of the question. Between Super B truck and 53’ van the slight 
difference of 0.016/ft cubic for 14 ft cubic bags by Super B would be negated by hand 
loading costs. Therefore at this point shipping with Super B truck seems to be the most 
economical. 
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The Next Phase 
 
Further work will have to be carried out to find the ultimate method of transportation for 
planer shavings, sawdust and wood chips. 
 
Bags; the size of bags, the tensile strength of bags, volume compressed (at different 
pressures) the weight of bags to be handled.  The Workers Compensation Board was 
contacted to clarify the amount of weight a person could lift. There is no limit on the 
weigh that a person is allowed to lift whether it is repetitive or occasional lifting. The 
employer has to ensure that the work is done safely. This may require two persons if the 
bags approach 80 to 100 pounds. There are machines that will stack bags on a pallet 
automatically, so these machines will have to be studied and evaluated if useful for the 
application intended and the costs. The goal of course is to reduce the per unit cost of 
shipping. Also, transportation costs to other points, such as Prince Rupert, Edmonton and 
possibly western Ontario will be examined. 
 
Also, the size and types of bagging machines that are available will be studied to 
determine if there is a more economical method of operation available. 
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